InfoCentric Graduate Program 2018

Let Your Career Take-off
with InfoCentric Today!
Why launch your career with InfoCentric?
Hot air balloons are able to fly to extremely high altitudes. Similarly, starting your career
at InfoCentric opens the door to limitless career opportunities. It’s about making the right
start at the right place. From the get-go, you will have the chance to learn within cutting
edge technology environments whilst solving real business problems.
Your career with InfoCentric is limitless. You will have the opportunity to develop your
talents and capabilities whilst being empowered to contribute towards building the future
shape of the company. We promote a fast paced dynamic learning environment whilst
ensuring a supportive, social, and enjoyable culture is experienced.

Who are we?
InfoCentric is a leading Digital, Data Management, and Analytics Services and Solutions
Company who provide an extensive range of services to corporations and government
agencies seeking to implement solutions that add meaning to business information. We
transform data into information to support better outcomes through a full spectrum of
services.
We deliver outcomes across various industries including Financial Services, Insurance,
Retail, Utilities, Health, and Government. We are technology agnostic, focusing on utilising
technology best served to achieve a businesses desired outcome.

Specialise in
the future:
Digital Business
and Data
Analytics

Work on
industry
changing
projects and
technology

Work with
highly talented
thought leaders

Why InfoCentric?
InfoCentric will springboard your career from the very first day you join us. At InfoCentric,
you will enjoy an environment of continuous learning, challenging experiences, and
enriching career opportunities.
We are Melbourne born and raised, and since conception in 2009 have grown to be one of
the largest Melbourne based privately owned professional services firm of our type.

Continuous
learning and
development

Be a part of the excitement, join our team to be involved in providing tomorrow’s
solutions to the largest companies within Australia today!

Limitless career
opportunities

Engage with InfoCentric

Ground Floor East, 101 Collins Street, Melbourne VIC 3000

Discover more about how working at InfoCentric can make
a difference in your future career?

T. +613 9650 1000
E. careers@infocentric.com.au
infocentric.com.au

Inquire today!
E: careers@infocentric.com.au
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